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I Wish You Bluebirds Jun 19 2021 A poem that has special wishes for a
special friend.
I Wish You Enough May 31 2022 "I Wish You Enough" encompasses eight values
needed for true contentment and happiness. Short, inspirational stories
about everyday people reopen others' eyes and hearts to the abundance all
around.
The Words I Wish You Heard Jun 07 2020 In Goodreads Choice Nominated poet
J.R. Rogue's collection The Words I Wish You Heard, the bestselling author
shares her original and early typewritten work posted on Instagram,
Facebook, and Pinterest. In this collection, you will find writing touching
on varying topics such as love, loss, heartache, hope, and tenderness. Take
a trip back to the beginning with this collection chronicling the height of
social media poetry. The Words I Wish You Heard is a combination of never
before published poems and the following previously published collections:
An Open Suitcase & New Blue Tears, Rouge, Apus, and I Have Sold a Beautiful
Lie.
Wish You Were Eyre Aug 10 2020 The Mother-Daughter Book Club says bon
voyage to Concord and bonjour to France! It’s a dream come true for Megan,
who’s jet-setting to Paris for Fashion Week with Gigi. Meanwhile, back in
Concord, Mrs. Wong decides to run for mayor, so Emma and Stewart team up to
make her campaign a success. Jess and Cassidy are also hoping for victories,
Jess in the a cappella finals with the MadriGals and Cassidy in the national
hockey championships with her teammates. In the midst of it all, the
girls—along with their Wyoming pen pals, who drop in for a visit over Spring
Break—dive into Charlotte Brontë’s classic Jane Eyre. Some real life romance
follows, as Becca may have found a Mr. Rochester of her own. And then
there’s the matter of a certain wedding. The book club girls, their
families, the British Berkeley brothers, and even Annabelle Fairfax (aka
Stinkerbelle) will be attending the ceremony, which means there might be
some bumps before the bride waltzes down the aisle…

I Wish You All the Best Oct 12 2020 Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and
Becky Albertalli, Mason Deaver's STUNNING debut will rip your heart out
before showing you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate life in the
process.
I Wish You Love Feb 02 2020 The leading jazz singer discusses her life onand off-stage, from performances at the Apollo Theatre with Billie Holliday
to her exploitation at the hand of club owners
Wish You Were Dead Mar 29 2022 Str-S-d:I’ll begin with Lucy. She is
definitely first on the list. You can’t believe how it feels to be in the
cafeteria and turn around and there she is staring at me like I’m some
disgusting bug or vermin. Does she really think I WANT to be this way? I
hate you, Lucy. I really hate you. You are my #1 pick. I wish you were
dead.The day after anonymous blogger Str-S-d wishes the popular girl would
die, Lucy vanishes. The students of Soundview High are scared and worried.
Especially frightened and wracked with guilt is Madison Archer, Lucy’s
friend and the last person to see her the night she disappeared.As days pass
with no sign of the missing girl, even the attention of Tyler, an attractive
new student, is not enough to distract Madison from her growing sense of
foreboding. When two more popular students disappear after their names are
mentioned on Str-S-d’s blog, the residents of Soundview panic. Meanwhile,
Madison receives anonymous notes warning that she could be next. Desperate
to solve the mystery before anyone else disappears, Madison turns to Tyler,
but can she trust him when it becomes clear that he knows more than he’s
sharing?The clock is ticking. Madison must uncover the truth behind the
mysterious disappearances . . . before her name appears in Str-S-d’s blog.In
the spirit of stories like I Know What You Did Last Summer, Todd Strasser
updates the teen thriller for the techno age with Wish You Were Dead, the
first installment in a new “thrill”-ogy.
I Wish You Love Sep 10 2020 Amy's GiftHow does efficient personal
assistant, Amy Gallagher, gain the amorous attentions of her boss, James
Kent? By playing tricks--until they backfire on her and she finds herself
definitely under his radar!Winning Sylvia's HeartA broken-hearted Sylvia
Maxwell finds true romance, with more than candy kisses and clichés, with
Jack MacNamara, her next door neighbor.Wishes and KissesFor Angelina
Marrone's twenty-first birthday she receives a birthday present to remember;
a night in the arms of sexy escort, Burke Severson, along with the
proverbial birthday spanking. When Maggie Loved Patrick...then JohnMaggie
discovers her fiancé, Patrick, is cheating on her once again. When she
catches him in bed with his secretary, she wants revenge. Then John, the
secretary's fiancé, approaches her with a plan. Maggie gets much more than
she bargained for.Riding Blue SteelOne woman, biological clock ticking; one
widowed father with no desire for more children. Is it lust or love at first
sight at a Bikini Bike Wash?
Wish You Were Gone Jan 27 2022 "For fans of the Netflix hit series Dead to
Me and bestselling domestic suspense fiction by Shari Lapena and Liane
Moriarty, a novel set in suburban New Jersey about a dead husband with a
serious alcohol problem, an angry, betrayed wife, and the family friends
whose talent for keeping secrets might lead to everyone's undoing"-I Wish Mar 17 2021 What she needs is a miracle. What she gets is a genie
with rules. Lacey Linden has gotten good at hiding the truth of her life—a

depressed mom, a crumbling house, and bills too big to pay. In school, she’s
a girl with a ready smile and good grades, but at night, Lacey spends her
time dreaming up ways to save her family. On a get-cash-quick trip to the
flea market, Lacey stumbles over a music box that seemingly begs her to take
it home. She does, only to find that it’s inhabited by a gorgeous “genie.”
He offers her a month of wishes, one per day, but there’s a catch. Each wish
must be humanly possible. Grant belongs to a league of supernatural beings,
dedicated to serving humans in need. After two years of fulfilling
conventional wishes, he’s one assignment away from promotion to a new job
with more challenging cases. His month with Lacey is exactly what he expects
and nothing like he imagines. Lacey and Grant soon discover that the hardest
task of all might be saying goodbye.
Things I wish you knew Nov 12 2020 Everytime, he looked at me, it broke my
heart a little bit more. Everytime he went away, I wrote. When he came back,
I lived again. And in the end it fell apart.
We Wish You Luck Jun 27 2019 A Belletrist Book Club Selection Named a Best
Book of 2020 by goop, ELLE and Vanity Fair Named a Most Anticipated Book of
2020 by The Millions, Lit Hub, Marie Claire An exhilarating novel about a
group of students who take revenge on a wunderkind professor after she
destroys one of their own-- a story of collective drive to create, sabotage,
and ultimately, to love. It doesn't take long for the students on Fielding
campus to become obsessed with Hannah, Leslie and Jimmy. The three graduate
students are mysterious, inaccessible, and brilliant. Leslie, glamorous and
brash, has declared that she wants to write erotica and make millions.
Hannah is quietly confident, loyal, elegantly beautiful, and the person they
all want to be; and Jimmy is a haunted genius with no past. After Simone young, bestselling author and erstwhile model - shows up as a visiting
professor, and after everything that happened with her, the trio only become
more notorious. Love. Death. Revenge. These age-old tropes come to life as
the semesters unfold. The threesome came to study writing, to be writers,
and this is the story they've woven together: of friendship and passion, of
competition and envy, of creativity as life and death. Now, they submit this
story, We Wish You Luck, for your reading pleasure.
I Wish for You Nov 24 2021 I wish for you, my little one...What do we wish
for our children? What kind of messages do we want to pass down to them?
Well, what better place to look to than nature?Wife/husband duo David Wax
and Brett Blumental combine talents as they walk us through the values we
can draw from the diverse, natural world around us. Giraffes, penguins, and
dolphins are just a sample of the creatures you can find populating this
story.A classic and heartfelt picture book about the unshakable love between
a parent and their baby.
I Wish, Wish, Wish for You Aug 02 2022 What do YOU wish for? Celebrate a
world of endless possibilities in this special picture book from USA Today
bestselling author Sandra Magsamen! Sharing all of the promise life has to
offer, this whimsical and heartfelt story captures the magic, wonder, and
joy you wish for your child. Written with Sandra Magsamen's genuine heart,
this book will inspire confidence and bravery in children young and old,
reminding each one that they are enough. Featuring stunning, full-color
illustrations and a meaningful message, this children's book is the perfect
way to encourage a loved one to live courageously, believe in themselves,

and follow their dreams. I believe that wishes really do come true, So
here's what I wish, wish, wish for you. Why readers love I Wish, Wish, Wish
For You: Perfect year-round inspirational gift for kids ages 4-7, graduation
gift, holiday stocking stuffer, Valentine's Day gift, birthday gift, and
more! A year-round read aloud that children, caregivers, and teachers will
reach for again and again Shares the important reminder that it is okay to
be different and instills confidence Filled with the signature warmth and
heart from the bestselling author of Welcome Little One This diversity book
for kids features bold and breathtaking illustrations from Melisa Fernández
Nitsche that will capture readers' hearts and minds
Welcome to the World Dec 14 2020 Welcome To The World is a delightful book
celebrating the arrival of a new baby.The story follows a charming little
elephant, on a colorful journey, discovering all the wonders the world has
to offer. Beautifully illustrated in full color this book is hard backed
with cheerful end papers.With space for you to write a personal message in
the front this book is a wonderful keepsake and makes the perfect gift for
baby showers and newborn presents.Our You're The Biggest Book compliments
this title and makes the perfect gift for the older sibling who has just
become the biggest.
Wish You Were Here Jan 03 2020 A brilliant romantic comedy exploring beach
basics for the broken-hearted from number one bestselling author Mike Gayle.
Their holiday brochure said 18-30 . . . But they've just turned 35. After
ten years together Charlie Mansell has been dumped by his live-in
girlfriend, Sarah. All he wants to do is wallow in misery, but mates Andy
and Tom have a better idea: a week of sun, sea and souvlaki in Malia, party
capital of the Greek islands. But Charlie and his mates aren't eighteen any
more. Or even under thirty. And it shows. It isn't the cheap beer, the late
nights or even the fast-food that's the problem. It's girls. And life. And
most of all . . . each other. WISH YOU WERE HERE is a heart-warming, funny
and wise tale about love and friendship and how seven days in the sun can
change your life forever.
I Wish You Happiness, Alice Jul 29 2019
I Wish You Weren't My Mummy Aug 29 2019 Carole Patti Clarke takes the
reader into the mind of a child as she creates a fantasy life for herself to
escape the appalling treatment meted out to her by her heartless mother and
bad-tempered alcoholic father.
I Wish I'd Made You Angry Earlier Oct 31 2019 This collection of essays
from Nobel Laureate Max Perutz explores a wide range of scientific and
personal topics with insight and lucidity. It includes lively anecdotes
about key figures in 20th-century science.
Wish You Were Italian Sep 22 2021 Pippa is in Italy for the summer and,
despite her parents' wishes, she has no intention of just studying the local
art! She has a list of things of her own to do: from swimming in the
Mediterranean Sea to getting a makeover – and falling for an Italian boy! As
Pippa explores the dramatic ruins of Rome and Pompeii, she is swept into her
own drama with two guys: an irresistible local she knows is nothing but
trouble and a cute American archaeology student . . . Will she find her true
love? The perfect reckless romance to enjoy whether you are home or abroad.
Wish You Nightmares... Apr 05 2020 If you love to read horror then Wish You
Nightmares will blow yourmind. If you do not love to read horror, this set

of stories would still be aspectacular introduction for you. Walk into the
world of horror with WishYou Nightmares and follow as the characters
encounter seeminglyimpossible situations that would make your skin crawl.We
may avoid the mysterious but they would always be with us. If wecannot
experience them or cannot stand them, we can watch as thesecharacters pull
through each horrific encounter unto a brighter side. It'snot always that
things get bright though, and Wish You Nightmares willpull you into that
bizarre world.Follow as Jason finds himself in a nightmare that he wishes
were real andhoped would end soon. Get into a world where the tussle of
leaves and thesight of caves are spellbinding but never in a good way. Enjoy
the bestread of horror in this collection of short stories. I hope it opens
your eyesto the fact of being haunted, of living in an illusion and wanting
to wakeup quickly. I hope this upsets your sleep in a most ravishing way.
And Ihope you laugh it out loud when you wake up.
Wish You Were Here Oct 24 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
author of Small Great Things and The Book of Two Ways comes “a powerfully
evocative story of resilience and the triumph of the human spirit” (Taylor
Jenkins Reid, author of The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo and Daisy Jones &
The Six) Rights sold to Netflix for adaptation as a feature film • Named one
of the best books of the year by She Reads Diana O’Toole is perfectly on
track. She will be married by thirty, done having kids by thirty-five, and
move out to the New York City suburbs, all while climbing the professional
ladder in the cutthroat art auction world. She’s an associate specialist at
Sotheby’s now, but her boss has hinted at a promotion if she can close a
deal with a high-profile client. She’s not engaged just yet, but she knows
her boyfriend, Finn, a surgical resident, is about to propose on their
romantic getaway to the Galápagos—days before her thirtieth birthday. Right
on time. But then a virus that felt worlds away has appeared in the city,
and on the eve of their departure, Finn breaks the news: It’s all hands on
deck at the hospital. He has to stay behind. You should still go, he assures
her, since it would be a shame for all of their nonrefundable trip to go to
waste. And so, reluctantly, she goes. Almost immediately, Diana’s dream
vacation goes awry. Her luggage is lost, the Wi-Fi is nearly nonexistent,
and the hotel they’d booked is shut down due to the pandemic. In fact, the
whole island is now under quarantine, and she is stranded until the borders
reopen. Completely isolated, she must venture beyond her comfort zone.
Slowly, she carves out a connection with a local family when a teenager with
a secret opens up to Diana, despite her father’s suspicion of outsiders. In
the Galápagos Islands, where Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural
selection was formed, Diana finds herself examining her relationships, her
choices, and herself—and wondering if when she goes home, she too will have
evolved into someone completely different.
Good Things I Wish You Dec 02 2019 Battling to reassemble her life with her
three-year-old daughter after a divorce, forty-two-year-old Jeanette
Hochmann struggles to write a novel based on the relationship between
pianist Clara Schumann and Johannes Brahms, an effort that is aided by an
alluring entrepreneur from Schumann's birthplace. 50,000 first printing.
My Christmas Wish for You May 19 2021 I Wish You More meets "I wish you a
Merry Christmas" in this sweetly spirited book by the bestselling creators
behind Happiness Is . . . . A festive gift spreading joy and Christmas

cheer! Each star you see on Christmas Eve is a wish that's come true for
those who believe. So many millions of wishes come true! Here are a handful
that I wish for you . . From the bestselling creators of Happiness Is . . .
comes a touching celebration of the holiday spirit, from spreading Christmas
cheer to spending sweet moments together with the ones you love. Featuring
an affirming rhyming text and charming illustrations with bright pops of
Pantone colors, this merry and bright celebration of the holiday season
makes a wonderful gift, reminding readers of what Christmas is truly about:
togetherness, the spirit of giving, and spreading goodwill with heaps of
heart. TIMELESS MESSAGE OF GOODWILL: This gifty picture book is a fresh take
on the enduring "wishing moment" of the Christmas season, with a generosity
of spirit that will inspire readers of all ages to celebrate the holidays,
and their loved ones, with wonder and appreciation. A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR
EVERYONE: From its clever twist on a classic Christmas theme to its
colorful, compelling illustrations and irresistible object quality, this
sweet seasonal offering makes a thoughtful gift for children, friends, and
family members alike. BESTSELLING AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR TEAM: Ralph Lazar and
Lisa Swerling have created a well-loved and bestselling brand with an art
style that's accessible, recognizable, and emotionally resonant. Perfect for
fans of Happiness Is . . ., this ebullient ode to the holiday season is also
sure to delight new readers and gift-givers full of the Christmas spirit.
Perfect for: • Gift-givers • Parents • Fans of Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar
I Wish You All the Best Sep 03 2022 Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and
Becky Albertalli, Mason Deaver's stunning debut will rip your heart out
before showing you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate life in the
process.
I Wish You Happy Feb 13 2021 Told with warmth and wit, I Wish You Happy
explores the sometimes-dark complexity of relationships, the transformative
power of friendship—and the magic of hope. Rescuing abandoned animals is
easier for Rae than attempting relationships with people. According to her
therapist, she lacks a dimmer switch—her energy is either full-intensity on
or off. Lately, she’s been opting for off. But the switch flips back on when
Rae’s car collides with a cyclist, leaving the rider fighting for her life.
After discovering the crash was a suicide attempt, Rae invites the
victim—emotionally and physically fragile Kat—into her home. Soon, Rae finds
herself opening up, not just to friendship but also to the possibility of
love with Cole, the crisis worker assigned to Kat’s case. However, Kat’s
pain threatens to overshadow Rae as their codependent friendship deepens.
When disaster strikes again, Rae is desperate to help Kat heal, but the plan
backfires, putting at risk Rae’s tenuous connections and forcing her to
confront the most difficult challenge of all— embracing her own happiness.
I Wish You Knew Apr 29 2022 When Estrella’s father has to leave because he
wasn’t born here, like her, She misses him. And she wishes people knew the
way it affects her. At home. At school. Always. But a school wrapped around
a hundred-year-old oak tree is the perfect place to share and listen. Some
kids miss family, Some kids are hungry, Some kids live in shelters. But
nobody is alone. A story about deportation, divided families, and the
importance of community in the midst of uncertainty.
I Wish You Happiness Nov 05 2022 Filled with endless heartfelt wishes and
beautifully cute illustrations, I Wish You Happiness is an inspiring book of

hope and happiness for wishers of all ages. This timeless book is a truly
thoughtful gift for any occasion.
I Wish You More Oct 04 2022 The #1 New York Times bestselling children's
book Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Tom Lichtenheld have combined their
extraordinary talents to create an inspirational book that's full of endless
good wishes. Wishes for curiosity and wonder, for friendship and strength,
laughter and peace. Whether celebrating life's joyous milestones, sharing
words of encouragement, or observing the wonder of everyday moments, this
sweet book is for wishers of all ages! I Wish You More is the perfect
graduation gift as well as a must-have, uplifting read sure to bring
positivity to all who read it.
Bear's Little Book of Calm Aug 22 2021
I Wish You Were Mine Jan 15 2021 Fans of Julie James, Carly Phillips and
Chanel Cleeton - meet the men of Oxford magazine! The second sizzling spinoff of Lauren Layne's bestselling Sex, Love & Stiletto series, I Wish You
Were Mine, heats up in this story of forbidden desire as a brooding jock
hoping for a comeback falls for a woman who's strictly off-limits. A year
ago, Jackson Burke was married to the love of his life and playing
quarterback for the Texas Redhawks. Now he's retired, courtesy of the car
accident that ruined his career - and single, after a nasty scandal
torpedoed his marriage. Just as he's starting to get used to his new life as
a health and fitness columnist for Oxford magazine, his unpredictable ex
shows up on his doorstep in Manhattan. Jackson should be thrilled. But he
can't stop thinking about the one person who's always been there for him,
the one girl he could never have: her younger sister. Mollie Carrington
can't say no to Madison. After all, her older sister practically raised her.
So when Madison begs for help in winning her ex-husband back, Mollie's just
glad she got over her own crush on Jackson ages ago - or so she thought.
Because as Mollie reconnects with Jackson, she quickly forgets all her
reasons to stay loyal to her sister. Tempted by Jackson's mellow drawl and
cowboy good looks, Mollie is sick and tired of coming in second place. But
she can't win if she doesn't play the game. Want more fun, fresh, flirty and
very sexy rom-com? Check out all the titles in the Oxford series:
Irresistibly Yours, I Wish You Were Mine and Someone Like You, and don't
miss the warm, witty and sexy Wedding Belles series. Can a guy and a girl
really be 'just friends'? You won't want to miss Lauren Layne's sexy take on
this timeless question in Blurred Lines.
Wherever You Are Apr 17 2021 . . . I wanted you more than you'll ever know,
so I sent love to follow wherever you go. . . . Love is the greatest gift we
have to give our children. It's the one thing they can carry with them each
and every day. If love could take shape it might look something like these
heartfelt words and images from the inimitable Nancy Tillman. Wherever You
Are is a book to share with your loved ones, no matter how near or far,
young or old, they are.
Wish You Were Here: Europe Sep 30 2019 This book will give tourists and
travelers a description of each of 50 leading destinations from around
Europe with a personal explanation offering an insight as to why, and how,
these destinations consistently deliver high-quality visitor experiences. In
addition to the 36 European destinations featured in Wish You Were Here,
this European edition of the book also includes information on West Dorset

(UK), Bergamo (Italy), Bordeaux (France), Brda (Slovenia), Vyoske Tatry
(Slovakia), Cornwall (UK), San Sebastian (Spain), Podcetrek (Slovenia),
Trieste (Italy), The Wadden Sea (Denmark), Cardiff (UK), Basel (Belgium),
North Pembrokeshire (UK) and Valletta (Malta).
Wish You Were Here Jul 21 2021 A dream job on a tropical island. For the
world's foremost entrepreneur. But employer and employee have secrets. Whose
secrets are the darkest?
I Wish I Never Met You May 07 2020 Preston the Project Mishap Ernest the
Undercover Sugarbooty Marvin the Married Man-Boy Forrest the Foul Fiancé
What single woman hasn't been desperate enough to risk it all in an attempt
to find True Love? Vulnerable enough to believe in the whole girl-meets-boy,
girl-and-boy-fall-in-love, the-two-live-happily-ever-after, blah, blah,
blah? News flash: It never happens that way. Eventually, a girl learns that
the road to Mr. Right is littered with more than a few Mr. No Ways. I Wish I
Never Met You is the hilarious, uncensored confession of one woman, reeling
from a lifetime of dating disasters -- the blind dates, the nightclub
crawlers, the ballers, the liars, and the ugly but earnest suitors. As she
tries to sort out what she's learned from the heartache and the
embarrassments, she'll have you laughing out loud, thanking God it's not
your life while recognizing that you've made all the same mistakes.
I Wish You Happiness Jul 01 2022 Your soul is on a journey. Happiness,
peace, enlightenment, passion, purpose, inspiration—these are all within
your reach, perhaps closer than you think. The universe wants to reconfirm
with you that you are a blessing. Release yourself, remember your gift, your
purpose, and awaken from layers of protective forgetfulness. Feel the warmth
inside you, and know that you are valuable to the overall progression of the
species and the planet. You have a role to play; you are worthy of being
heard and worthy of greatness. You know what you wish to leave as your
legacy. True happiness lies within the here and now—not in yesterday’s
memories or tomorrow’s plans, but in understanding that happiness comes from
being at peace in the present moment. Embrace the sunshine and the rain, and
draw lessons from all of those experiences, so you can sit comfortably in
your natural state of happiness and bliss today. I Wish You Happiness is an
invitation to forgive yourself, heal old hurts, and remember who you truly
are. It offers a journey of truth and awakening, helping you to realign with
your path and wish everyone happiness on their journey home.
Wish You Weren’t Here Dec 26 2021 The Rook family run a little business:
ghost hunting. And things has picked up recently. Something’s wrong. It’s
been getting noticeably worse since, ooh, 2016? Bad spirits are abroad, and
right now they're particularly around Coldbay Island, which isn’t even
abroad, it’s only 20 miles from Skegness. The Rooks’ ‘quick call out’ to the
island picks loose a thread that begins to unravel the whole place, and the
world beyond. Is this the apocalypse? This might be the apocalypse. Who knew
it would kick off in an off-season seaside resort off the Lincolnshire
coast? I’ll tell you who knew - Linda. She’s been feeling increasingly
uneasy about the whole of the East Midlands since the 90s.
I Wish You Missed Me Jul 09 2020 A California crime blogger left her radio
job to find missing people. Now she’s searching for her best friend in this
“harrowing [and] intense” mystery (Publishers Weekly). Farley Black, Kit’s
friend and former radio co-host, is missing. He was supposed to be surfing

with his girlfriend but never arrived at his Malibu Beach destination. As
the last person to hear from him, Kit is determined to find out what’s
happened. Kit searches Farley’s home and what she finds there threatens her
ideas about friendship, loyalty, and love. A surprising discovery makes it
clear that Farley has been lying to her—and to everyone else. Kit heads
north in search of the truth. Fortunately, she’s joined in this search by
her street-smart friend, Virgie, whose breaking-and-entering skills come in
handy as the duo follow the signal from Farley’s phone toward a rural area
on the Redwood Highway close to Mendocino. But a series of menacing
incidents convinces Kit that she’s being watched. Someone is tracking her
every move. As her unknown pursuer grows bolder and more reckless, Kit
realizes she isn’t just looking for her friend—but running from a killer.
Wish You Well Feb 25 2022 From bestselling author and master storyteller
David Baldacci, Wish You Well is a dramatic and enthralling tale of family
unity in the face of adversity. Tragedy strikes the New York-based Cardinal
family when their car is involved in a terrible accident. Twelve-year-old
Lou and seven-year-old Oz survive, but the crash leaves their father dead
and their mother in a coma. It would seem their world has been shattered
forever until their great-grandmother, Louisa Mae, agrees to raise the
children on her Virginia mountain farm. But before long their rural idyll is
threatened by the discovery of natural gas on the mountain. Determined to
protect her home from the ravages of big business, Louisa Mae refuses to
sell, but when the neighbours hear of the potential wealth the company could
bring, they begin to turn against her. And now the Cardinal family find
themselves ensnared in another battle, to be played out in a crowded
Virginia courtroom: a battle for justice, for survival, and for the right to
stay together in the only place they know as home. Filled with both rich
humour and desperate poignancy, Wish You Well is a tale of family, faith,
humanity and prejudice, set against the magical backdrop of the Virginia
high rock.
Wish You Were Dead Mar 05 2020 Wish You Were Dead is a Quick Read short
story from bestselling author Peter James. Roy Grace and his family have
left Sussex behind for a week's holiday in France. The website promised a
grand house, but when they arrive the place is very different from the
pictures. And it soon becomes clear that their holiday nightmare is only
just beginning. An old enemy of Roy, a lowlife criminal he had put behind
bars, is now out of jail - and out for revenge. He knows where Roy and his
family have gone on holiday. Of course he does. He's been hacking their
emails - and they are in the perfect spot for him to pay Roy back . . .
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